
LABOR COSTS: MONTANA

TaBLeE 18.—Labor cost rates per hour, and hours of labor per acre on machine

operations, employed in the production of sugar beets

SUMMARY FOR MONTANA, 1921, 1922, AND 1923
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i The labor cost rates for 1922 and 1923 are those paid hired labor or z.lowed for unpaid labor as determined

py field investigation. The wages for 1921 were determined by adjusting the 1922 rates on the basis of

the percentage change in monthly wages (without board) paid farm laborers. For example, according to
available wage data, the average monthly farm wages in Montana, without board, were the same in 1921

as in 1922, and therefore the 1922 labor cost established in this investigation was used as the 1921 costs.
2 Exclusive of contract labor, labor operating tractors, all machine labor hired at custom or piece rates,

. o., drilling beet seed, etc., labor of supervising and managing, and indirect labor. .
3 Indirect labor time was obtained by taking a flat 15 per cent of the hours of direct labor on machine

Jperations.

TABLE 19.— Man labor— Average hours of labor required to perform once the various
machine operations employed in the production of sugar beets!

SUMMARY FOR UNITED STATES AND MONTANA, 1922
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1 All farms on which tractors were used were excluded from these tabulations. The above figures were

obtained by dividing the hours spent on each operation by the number of acres for which the operation
was performed. As not all of these operations were performed on all farms, the sum of the hours spent on
sach operation may ba greater than the average hours of man labor required in the production of an acre of

ear beets shown elsewhere in this report.

TaBLE 20.—Percentage of acreage of sugar beets worked by the various kinds of
hand labor (contract, family, hired help, and grower’s labor) on sugar-beet farms

investigated ro
SUMMARY FOR MONTANA, 1922
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